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Web Design 3: An Introduction 
to CSS and PHP 

CSS and PHP are two very different languages.  However, they 

complement each other nicely, and are the driving forces 

between thousands of your favorite websites! 

In this class, we will see how CSS is similar to HTML, and why it’s 

an important alternative.   Then, we will examine PHP, a code 

that is highly complex but based on some very simple 

foundations.  While it isn’t expected that someone taking this 

class will come out of it a PHP expert, you will have a better 

understanding of how it works, why it matters, and how it 

powers the web.  And for those intrigued by it, you’ll have plenty 

of resources to dig deeper! 

 
During this course we will look at: 

 CSS 

 Creating a Style Sheet 

 What’s the Point? 

 PHP 

 Practicing PHP 

 Variables 

 Logic 

 Functions 

 Conclusions 
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CSS 
CSS (short for Cascading Style Sheets) is currently the preferred method of 
controlling the appearance of a website.   Unlike strict HTML, in which the 
appearance of the site as well as its content are all contained on a single page, 
with CSS we create one page with the site’s content, and another with 
information on the site’s appearance (or “styling”).  This second page is called 
the “Style Sheet”. 
 

 
 
To start, open Notepad, and create the following document. 
 
 
 
 

<HTML> 

<HEAD> 

<TITLE>My First CSS Exercise</TITLE> 

<LINK REL="stylesheet" TYPE="text/css" 

HREF="style.css">  

</HEAD> 

<BODY> 

 

<DIV ID=”SECTION1”> 

This is where some content can go.  We can write 

anything we want! 

</DIV> 

 

 

<DIV ID=”SECTION2”> 

This is where some more content can go.  We can write 

anything we want! 

</DIV> 

 

</BODY> 

</HTML> 

 
There are really only two new things here (that we didn’t see in the first class in 
the series on HTML).  First is: 
 
<LINK REL="stylesheet" TYPE="text/css" 

HREF="style.css"> 
 
This tells the page to reference our style sheet, which we’ll create a little later. 
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The other difference is the <DIV> tag.  DIV is short for “Document Division”.  It 
sets up a specific area of a web page to have its appearance defined in our style 
sheet, which we’ll be creating next. 
 
Save your current web page as “index.html” on the desktop.  If you like, go 
ahead and right-click the file and choose to “open with” a web browser.  You 
should see a very plain looking page! 
 

 
 

Creating a Style Sheet  
Now, let’s create our style sheet.  Open a new Notepad document, and copy the 
following: 
 
#SECTION1 { 

background: #ff8585; 

color: #eaff00; 

font: 24px 'comic sans'; 

width: 100px; 

border: 1px #000 dashed; 

} 

 

#SECTION2 { 

margin-left: 100px; 

font: 10px 'courier new'; 

margin-top: -90px; 

border: 3px #000cff dotted; 

} 
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Hopefully, this doesn’t seem too unlike some of what we did with HTML—
simply defining different aspects of our website.   
 
In our HTML site, we might have written 
 
<FONT COLOR=”#eaff00”>This is our colorful 

text.</FONT> 

 
But now, we write: 
 
<DIV ID=”SECTION1”>This is our colorful text.</DIV> 

 
And in our separate stylesheet: 
 
#SECTION1 { 

color: #eaff00; 

} 

 
So the logic is the same, only the syntax has changed slightly.  In HTML, we use 
an equal sign where CSS uses a colon.  CSS also separates all different definitions 
with a semi-colon. 
 
Finally, the “DIVs” we discussed earlier are marked with a pound sign (#), and 
use { brackets to contain the different elements we define.  There’s no limit to 
what you can define about a “DIV”.  Whether it be its background color, font 
size, position on the page, border, and much more! 
 
Once you’ve created a document with the above text, save it into your folder as 
“style.css”. 
 
Now, re-open index.html in your browser, and you should see your styles at 
work! 
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If you want to change any of the appearance, just reopen style.css and make 
any changes.  Save, then refresh the page.  To view a comprehensive list of 
commands that can be used, see 
http://www.htmldog.com/reference/cssproperties/ 
 
Now, take some time to play with it! 
 
 

What’s the Point? 
It might seem like the HTML method makes much more sense than using CSS.  
And in certain instances, when a site is very simple, it might.  But having a 
separate style sheet can be great in a lot of situations.  For one thing, it allows 
for division of labor.  One person might be responsible for a website’s content, 
while another is responsible for the design.  The content manager can (in our 
instance) make changes to index.html like this: 
 
Before: 
 
<DIV ID=”SECTION1”> 

This is today’s news report.  Everything’s GREAT! 

</DIV> 

 
After: 

http://www.htmldog.com/reference/cssproperties/
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<DIV ID=”SECTION1”> 

This is today’s news report.  Everything’s AWFUL, OH 

NO! 

</DIV> 

 
Then he can call the web designer (since he himself has no idea how CSS works), 
and tell her he wants the font color in “SECTION1” to be red to show just how 
bad everything is.  The designer goes into style.css and changes: 
 
#SECTION1 { 

color: #000; 

} 

 

to: 
 

#SECTION1 { 

color: #ff0000; 

} 

 

And now everyone’s been in control of their own work without messing around 
with the other’s.  And they’ve both been able to use their own skills, without 
having to work with a type of code or content they don’t understand. 
 
This becomes even more important when the code becomes more complex 
than HTML.  Imagine that instead of a content creator and a designer you now 
have a web developer (fancy name for someone who writes code) and a web 
designer. 
 
Now, instead of a simple index.html page, you might be dealing with thousands 
of lines of incredibly complex code doing all sorts of things.  And with most 
code, a single misplaced period or semi-colon can break it all!  So if you aren’t a 
developer, you  wouldn’t want to be wading into their code to insert <font 
color=”red”> here and there.  When you only work with a separate CSS file, you 
can have complete control over the site’s appearance without worrying about 
crashing anything. 
 
 

 PHP 
So far, all of the coding we’ve learned about is 
what is referred to as client-side code.  Client-side 
code basically means that the code is sent 
unfiltered from the server to the user’s web 
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browser, and the web browser (or client) does all the work of translating it. 
 
This is fine in certain, simple applications, but if you begin to think of some of 
the most popular uses of the internet, you can also begin to see the limitations 
of client-side code.  When you visit Facebook.com and see information on your 
specific friends, you’re seeing something different than what someone else sees 
when they visit Facebook.com.  Same with Hotmail.com or Gmail.com.  These 
aren’t static client-side-coded web sites.  If they were, every user would see the 
exact same thing when they went to those websites.  So in these applications, 
we need server-side code. 
 
In client-side code, the web browser requests the page from the server and the 
server sends it.  In server-side code (such as PHP, which originally stood for 
“Personal Home Page”, but now stands for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor), a lot 
more goes on.  The web browser will request a page from the server.  The 
server will then run checks on the web browser.  Looking for information such 
as “where is this web browser connecting from?  Are they logged in to this 
website?”  The browser will send that information back, and the server can then 
begin to build the code tailor-made to that particular visitor. 
 
While this may sound incredibly complicated (and sometimes it can be!), it all 
works on some very basic principles.  But before we go any further, let’s get a 
good, stripped-down example of what server-side coding can do by visiting: 
http://forms.wsplonline.org/phpgame.php. 
 

 

Practicing PHP 
Unfortunately, since PHP is a server-side language, it needs a real server.  That 
means that unlike with HTML, you can’t just write code on your computer and 
then see how it will work.  It actually has to be on an online server to work 
properly.  Fortunately, websites such as: http://writecodeonline.com/php/ 
provide an online environment to try it out! 
 

 

Variables 
The first way in which PHP can outdo HTML is through its use of variables.  In 
the website we just visited, we saw variables used to give us the names and 
ages that we plugged in. 
 
Variables are identified by the dollar sign, followed by any combination of 
letters and numbers we choose to identify the variable.  For example: 

http://forms.wsplonline.org/phpgame.php
http://writecodeonline.com/php/
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$thisisavariableimadeup 

 
We can set variables by simply using an equal sign, as in this example: 
 
$firstname = “Patrick”; 

 
Note that whenever we do an action in PHP, we must end it with a semi-colon.  
Also, when we set letters to a variable, it’s called a “string”, and it must be in 
quotation marks.  If we are using numbers that we want to be able to use 
mathematically, it’s called an integer, and does not require quotes. 
 
Now, if we want to display a variable on our web page, we have to use the 
“echo” command. 
 
echo $firstname; 

 
“Echo” simply means “display”. 
 
On the website mentioned above (http://writecodeonline.com/php/), let’s see 
how this works by typing in: 
 
$myname = “[type in whatever your name is here]”; 

$firstnumber = 12; 

$secondnumber = 5; 

echo $myname; 

echo “s first math problem is “; 

echo $firstnumber; 

echo “plus”; 

echo $secondnumber; 

echo “it is:”; 

echo $firstnumber+$secondnumber; 

 
Then click “run code”.  If you had any typos, then you will receive an error.  With 
client-side code, any errors will just cause the page to display a little differently 
than intended.  But if there’s any error at all with PHP, the site will not render at 
all. 
 
It’s also interesting to note that in the first class, when working with HTML, we 
could right click the browser and view the source code of a web page.  But since 
PHP is processed by the server, the visitor of a site cannot view the original PHP 
code that we have written.  This is important for security, among other things. 
 

http://writecodeonline.com/php/
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Logic 
The second great ability of PHP is logic.  The code can examine and make 
decisions based on certain information. 
 
Try this code out: 
 
$firstnumber = 12; 

$secondnumber = 14; 

if ($firstnumber > $secondnumber) { 

echo $firstnumber; 

echo “ is bigger than “; 

echo $secondnumber; 

} else { 

echo $secondnumber; 

echo “ is bigger than “; 

echo $firstnumber; 

} 

 
When you run the code, the information that is spit out should be accurate.  Try 
changing the numbers.  No matter what, the code can tell which the larger 
number is. 
 

 

Functions 
In PHP, functions are great tools that do thousands of different things.  PHP has 
a massive library of different functions, some of which are very straightforward 
to use, others are more advanced.  The official PHP manual online offers 
thorough documentation of every function available here: 
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.functions.php 
 
For now, just to get a basic understanding of what functions can offer, we’ll play 
with one:  String Replace. 
 
Try this out: 
 
$myphrase = "My cat’s name is Annie"; 

$mynewphrase = str_replace("cat", "dog", $myphrase); 

echo $mynewphrase; 

 
Hopefully, you can see what happened.  Our original phrase was “My cat’s name 
is Annie”, but we told str_replace (string replace) to find any instances of the 
word cat in the variable $myphrase, and replace it with dog. 

http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.functions.php
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With functions, you will have the function name (such as str_replace), followed 
by an open parentheses, specific parameters, and then a closing parentheses.  
Different functions require different parameters. 
 
 

Conclusions 
And there you have it!  With the last three classes, you’ve seen: 
 

1) how websites use servers and domain names to work, 
2) how they use HTML to deliver simple websites, 
3) how services like Wordpress.com mean that it doesn’t take a computer 

engineer to create great, functional websites, and 
4) how CSS and PHP codes can take websites even further! 

 
Of course, in a limited amount of time, everything can’t be covered.  PHP is not 
the only server-side code out there.  There’s also ASP, ColdFusion, Perl, and 
Python, to name a few. 
 
Hopefully, while this series of courses can’t, on its own, produce experts, it can 
lay some groundwork to show you how to go about beginning to get fluent with 
web coding.  And, there’s no better practice than DOING!  If you’d like to learn 
more, start creating a web page!  If you hit a roadblock, there are thousands of 
web developers across the internet who were once starting out themselves and 
are incredibly helpful in sharing their passion with beginners.  Websites like 
http://stackoverflow.com/questions give newbies a way of asking questions of 
experts, and as always, when in doubt, Google! 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions

